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Abstract
This study investigated coupling features of wind, wave and tidal current loads and their combined effects on the
structural response of a bottom-fixed monopole supported offshore wind-turbine. A small-scale model of an
offshore wind turbine was developed and systematic laboratory tests were carried out in the Wind-Wave-Current
Tank (WWC) at Newcastle University, UK. In the experiments, the aerodynamic loads in six degrees of freedom
of the wind-turbine model were measured. The measurement results have shown that the tidal current and waves
have a significant contribution to the static loads on the wind-turbine model. The dominant frequency of the drag
force acting on the wind-turbine model is the same as the wave frequency. This suggests the natural frequency of
the wind turbine should be designed far away from the wave frequency to enhance its structural safety.

1 Introduction
Offshore wind turbines have been increasingly used due to a strong initiative on renewable energy
production, as indicated by Lewis et al. (2011). Offshore wind turbines with horizontal axis are
commonly exposed to a harsh marine environment including wind, wave and sea current loads. To
extend their lifetime and increase efficiency, it is necessary to carefully analyze the effects of
environmental loads on these structures. The focus of this study is to analyze simultaneous wind, wave
and sea current loads on a single offshore wind-turbine model and its structural response.

2 Experimental setup
The small-scale laboratory experiments were performed in the Wind-Wave-Current Tank (WWC)
at Newcastle University, UK. The Siemens Sapiens FFA W3 small-scale model of the offshore wind
turbine was designed with monopile support structure and placed in the lateral center of the test
section, as shown in Figure 1. The wind-turbine model was attached to the six-component highfrequency force balance. The sampling frequency was 500 Hz. The wave height and frequency were
determined using the wave probe placed next to the wind-turbine model.

3 Experimental results and discussion
The results for the drag force are shown in Figure 2a for the average wind velocity of 8.5 m/s (AH);
tidal current velocity of 0.7 m/s (CM) and without the current (C0); wave amplitude and frequency of
0.15 m and 0.6 Hz (WH) and without the waves (W0). The power spectra of the drag forces measured
for various wave conditions (i.e. different wave frequencies fw) were calculated and shown in Figure
2b. The wave drag force spectra exhibits contribution from nonlinearity in drag as noted by the
presence of sub and super harmonics, Kareem et al. (1995).
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Figure 1. Experimental setup for the WWC measurements of aerodynamic loads on a bottom-fixed monopile
offshore wind-turbine model.

Figure 2. a) Drag force acting on the wind-turbine model for various airflow, waterflow and wave characteristics,
b) Power spectrum of the drag force fluctuations for various frequencies of the waves.

The drag force of the wind-turbine model significantly increased when the waterflow was present
in addition to the airflow, while the deviations with respect to the mean value were increased as well.
The waves played an important role in the resultant static loads of the wind-turbine model, as they
increased the peak drag force up to 30%. The dominant frequency of the drag force of the windturbine model matched the wave frequency fw. This suggests the natural frequency of the wind turbine
should be designed far away from the wave frequency to enhance its structural safety.
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